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manager’s corner

NATIONAL

ranklin Roosevelt once said, “A nation that destroys its soils
destroys itself. Forests are the lungs of our land, purifying the air
and giving fresh strength to our people.” Here in New Hampshire,
we all are lucky to have the fresh air and fresh strength provided by
our trees. According to a U.S. Forest Service study of tree cover,
New Hampshire leads the nation at 89 percent. Over time, many
of our agricultural lands have reverted back to new growth forests,
presenting us with opportunities to embrace our wooded world and
also presenting interesting habitat management challenges as we try
to maintain a diverse landscape for our wildlife. This issue of Great
Bay Matters celebrates the beauty, historical importance, and cultural
connection we have with trees. As a symbol of permanence, longevity, strength and wisdom in
almost every culture, New Hampshire residents are not alone in their reverence for trees. There is
something about the way a tree can hide us, protect us, and be a base that is elemental to feeling
safe and secure in the world. I know that a big part of my own environmental ethic was born from
walking in the woods and finding the perfect tree to sit under or climb into as a child. We hope that
as you read these pages, you do so under your own perfect tree; contemplating how rooted we all
are to the earth, and how we fit into a timescale that is so much larger than our own lives.
Cory Riley, Reserve Manager, GBNERR
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feature

BIG
TREES
In the New Hampshire Seacoast

F

among the top four. Continue your walk along the trail that brings
or those who enjoy getting out on the conserved land around
you to the bayside to really appreciate this wonderful spot left to
Great Bay and Seacoast NH, a visit to some of our Big Trees
NH Fish and Game for all to use.
would be a worthy addition to your hiking plans. We have a
At Swazey Parkway along the Squamscott River in Exeter,
wide variety of trees growing around us and you can learn to apprestands our state champion pin oak. Look for
ciate them much more when standing near an
big oak trees with deeply lobed leaves that
impressive example of one. You can learn a
have sharp pins on the ends. Another tree to
lot about the area where a tree is located if
see is the state champion river birch. This is
you just sit and wonder how they got so big.
across the road from the bandstand along a
While there, a surprise visit by the local wildfence. A large branch was recently cut, but
life could brighten your day!
it still holds on to its champ status. Several
The NH Big Tree Program is run through
other large river birch line the border of the
UNH Cooperative Extension by volunteers
roadway in the park towards town. These
who measure and keep track of the largest
and the pin oaks are considered ornamentals
trees in the state. Trees are measured by taking
because of their unique looks and were likely
the circumference at chest height, measuring
planted when the Parkway was established.
overall height, and then crown spread. To
A drive out to Epping will bring you to
learn more about the program, search the
the Mast Road Natural Area on Mast Road.
internet for NH Big Tree Program.
This recently conserved property is held and
To see some of these giants start by a visit
Shagbark Hickory at Adams Point.
managed by the South East Land Trust of
to Adams Point in Durham. Park at the kiosk
NH who has gone to great lengths to restore and maintain the
and take the trail to the right along the field. Within a few hundred
property. This large piece of land is very important to wildlife that
feet stands a huge hickory, once part of the Adams family homedepend on the uplands and wetlands bordering the Lamprey River
stead. This always has a swing hanging from the lower branches
which eventually empties into Great Bay. If you park at the far gate
and I can imagine the Adams children swinging away in their yard
near the kiosk, a bush-whack through wetland will bring you to
in days past. While not the largest shagbark hickory in the state, it is
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Hard to find tree GPS coordinates and measurements
(be sure to set your GPS for degrees-decimal -minutes)

Hickory....................N 43° 05.514’ W 070° 52.026’

124” C* 93’ VH* 77’ ACS*

Black Gum...............N 43° 02.126’ W 071° 01.695’

132” C 89’ VH 58’ ACS

Red Oak..................N 43° 05.513’ W 071° 01.280’

150” C 94’ VH 70’ ACS

European Linden......N 43° 03.947’ W 070° 45.407’

103” C 89’ VH 46’ ACS

© NHFG / JASON PHILIPPY PHOTO

*C = Circumference

*VH = Height

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

*ACS = Average Crown Spread

branches to prevent them from breaking away from the trunk.
Other Portsmouth trees to see include red oaks in Haven Park,
and the 2nd largest European beech in NH across from the Masonic
temple on Rt. 1. Finally, take a walk out to the South cemetery for
a view of the county champion European larch. These trees are
impressive to see at different times of the year with bright green
new needles and purple cone flowers in the spring and glowing
golden needles in fall sunlight.
Kevin Martin, boatbuilder and author of Big Trees of NH available at local
book stores or through his website www.kevinmartin.wcha.org/bigtrees.
Big trees are a magnet for young children to play in.

the state’s largest black gum. These are long-lived and interesting
trees that are not that common in NH. This particular example is
difficult to find so a GPS (see coordinates below) may be in order
to help get to it and back out to your car. It may be best to do this
in the winter when the ground is frozen to make it easier to get to
the tree and help protect the fragile ground around its roots.
Another impressive tree to see is a red oak in the town of Lee.
This is on an old farm property that was subdivided for housing
with some acreage set aside as conservation land. A snowmobile
trail goes through the land and the tree is right next to that. Stay
on the trail while visiting this tree as the rest of the property is not
open to the general public. There are many larger in NH but this
one is well worth the visit. To see this, park on the side of Route
152 just past Kustra’s Auto Body shop when driving north from
Newmarket. The trail crosses the road there and goes behind the
auto body shop about ½ mile to the tree.
For a different perspective on Big Trees make a trip to
Portsmouth to see them near the historic homes, at Haven Park,
and in the South Cemetery. The historic horse chestnut at the
Moffatt Ladd House on Market Street is a good place to start. This
tree was planted by William Whipple, who brought a sapling back
to his home after he signed the Declaration of Independence. The
horse chestnut was introduced from Europe and graces the streets
of many towns and cities in the northeast. This one is cared for
by an arborist and you may notice the cables that hold the large
reat Bay
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Author and wooden boat builder
Kevin Martin brings you through
the woods and into some cities
all over New Hampshire to find
these impressive living parts of our
landscape.
Big Trees of New Hampshire
directs you on 28 hikes to find 85
of the largest trees that are on
public land or in the cities where
the public can see them up close.
4th generation NH native and
outdoorsman Kevin Martin shares
stories of big trees around the
state, along with information about their history, management
and caretaking. Kevin lives in Epping, NH. He can be reached at
kevinmartin16@comcast.net or 603-679-5153.
Cost is $24.95 plus $5 shipping if ordered through Kevin,
or order through Enfield Distribution Co. (enfieldbooks.com or
603-632-7377).
To download a Sample Chapter, visit:
http://kevinmartin.wcha.org/sample_chapter.pdf
To download a flyer for Big Trees of New Hampshire, visit:
http://kevinmartin.wcha.org/Big_Trees_flyer.pdf
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feature

Are
the

King’s Pines
inYOUR

Kitchen?

T

white pines have only had about 100 years to grow and rarely exceed
hree strokes of a hatchet, in the shape of an arrow, marked one
75 feet because the harvesting of those giants was so extensive.
of the most valuable assets on the shores of Great Bay in the
Obtained only by appointed Surveyors of Pines and Timber,
1700s. It was perfect timing for England to reap the rewards of New
locals were not allowed to cut
England, since suitable trees for
these trees. The colonists did not
the “single-stick” masts of their
take kindly to the restrictions
growing fleet of ships were gone
placed on the pines that were
from their forests. “Single-stick”
on their properties and that they
masts instead of two smaller trees
used for so many other needs
fastened together with pegs were
in their lives. They built their
much better for the strongest and
houses, businesses, furniture and
fastest ships of the Royal Navy of
the bridges that easily connected
Great Britain. “King’s” pines as
them to other communities out
they were called, were the tallest
of the easily cut and shaped
of the Eastern White Pine trees
wood. The 100£ fine that was
and were sought out along every
imposed if you were caught
navigable waterway. White pine
harvesting one of the marked
worked out to be the lightest
trees didn’t deter them because
in weight and made the longest
of their dependence on it, but
masts of any species harvested
as demand increased so did the
in the world for the purpose.
protection and enforcement
The trees chosen had a diameter
brought about by Acts from the
of at least 24 inches, but were
British Parliament. Eventually,
often 3-5 feet across and could
even trees down to the 12 inch
be upwards of 200 feet tall and as
diameter size were protected by
many years old. Roads were built
the Crown. This species of tree
to haul the trunks of the trees
played an important part in the
up to 10 miles out of the forest.
yearning for independence and
Today, many roads throughout
the events that led up to the
New Hampshire begin with
Revolutionary War. People were
the word mast. “Masting” was
even more protective of their
the first major industry in New
pines than their tea!
England. Hewn trees were loaded
The rebellion that ensued
onto ships with extra-long decks
caused several clashes, with the
and were exported to shipbuildMast Tree Riot of 1734 being
ing ports in the West Indies,
England and even Madagascar. The “King’s” pines were the tallest and straightest white pines available during the most notable local conflict.
An historical marker in Fremont
Today in New Hampshire, large the colonial period.
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off todays Route 107 and 111A describes how the riot
played out:
Local lumbermen illegally cut Mast Trees reserved for
the King’s Royal Navy. When David Dunbar, Surveyor
General, visited nearby Copyhold Mill to inspect fallen
lumber, local citizens assembled, discharging firearms
and convinced Dunbar to leave. Returning with 10 men,
Dunbar’s group was attacked and dispersed at a local
tavern by citizens disguised as “Indians.”
Battles over the pines continued for many years. Settlers
protested the law that made them have to pay for the right
to cut pines on their own property during The Pine Tree
For two centuries, ship building was a major industry around the Piscataqua Region.
Riot of 1772. This occurred in Weare, NH a year and a half
inches wide. Wide pine plank flooring can still be seen in many of the
before the famous Boston Tea Party.
historic homes on the Seacoast and beyond, a sure testament to the
Knowing that lumber was used in place of money and that debts
first champions of the “Live Free or Die” motto. Today it is estimated
were commonly paid in barrel staves, it is no wonder that tempers
that there are very few eastern white pines left that rival the size of the
flared over the pine tree commodity. It was not uncommon for people
original King’s pines.
to destroy the broad arrow mark on the large trees, cut and haul
them to mills and remark smaller ones. As a further sign of revolt, it
Beth Heckman, Assistant Education Coordinator, GBNERR
became unfashionable to have floorboards in your home less than 12

Estuary Almanac
Wood is good - for wildlife!
From northern redback salamanders
to great horned owls many creatures
rely on trees to complete an essential
part of their life cycle. Just like the place
most of us call home, multiple species of
wildlife find shelter and protection thanks
to trees. Birds build nests that can be
very obvious like an eagle’s, or hard to
find like a hummingbird nest. Cryptically
colored silver-haired bats spend the day
sheltered under loose bark. Black bears
escape from danger using their sharp
claws to quickly climb upwards. Cavities
in trees are particularly important as a
place to find shelter and raise young.
Pileated woodpeckers create cavity trees
by excavating many holes along the trunk
of a hollow tree. At night they enter the
hollow by one of the holes and cling to the
inside and sleep. This gives them many
exits to choose from if a predator tries to
trap them inside. Primary cavity-users,
such as woodpeckers and chickadees,
are able to excavate their own cavities.
In contrast, secondary cavity-users rely
on naturally occurring cavities or those
created by another species. Secondary
reat Bay
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cavity-users include the saw-whet
and barred owl, kestrel, common
goldeneye, eastern bluebird and
white-breasted nuthatches.
In addition to shelter, trees
can provide food. Hard and
soft mast abundance can
determine mouse population
size and so food availability for
owls and other birds of prey. Acorns
are a favorite of deer, bear, squirrels,
turkey and wood ducks. Nuts and berries
provide energy for migrating birds and lastminute food for mammals getting ready to
hibernate. Tree sap provides an early-spring
food source for nectar-loving butterflies.
Trees also act as wildlife signposts,
both telling us what species have been
there, and for animals to communicate
with each other. Yellow-bellied sapsuckers
create rings of holes at the same height
around a tree as they feed. Displaying
male ruffed grouse make a deep, airy
drumming sound by beating their wings
while standing on a log. Rutting moose
leave their scent as they create scrapes
removing bark from trees.
The link several wildlife species have
							

with trees is so important their bodies
have evolved to work in synergy with them.
For example, yellow-bellied sapsuckers
lap up sap and any trapped insects with
a specialized, brush-tipped tongue. A
porcupine’s strong, curved claws and
muscular tail (used for balance), help
them climb trees. Sign posts, food supply,
building supplies and places to raise young
-- all this comes from a single seed each
of us can easily fit in our hand.
Rachel Stevens
Stewardship Coordinator and Wildlife Ecologist
5

NERRS NEWS
Program News and Events From GBNERR

SAN FRANCISCO BAY NERR
NATIONAL GEODETIC TRAINING

NORTH WOODS LAW: NEW HAMPSHIRE

S

new television series on Animal
Planet featuring New Hampshire
Fish and Game Department Conservation
Officers and biologists began airing in

taff recently attended a Real Time
Kinematic GPS and leveling training
at the Rush Ranch component of the
San Francisco
Bay Reserve.
Members of
the National
Geodetic
Survey taught
best practices
for data collection
and gave hands on experience with
the technology. This field season it
is hoped to apply the skills learned
at the workshop to establish several
new bench marks with highly accurate
coordinate and height information.
These will be used to level to a tide
gauge station to be installed on the
Squamscott River.

A

March. Northwoods Law: NH has provided the
Department with an opportunity to increase
awareness and recognition of the complex
duties of Department staff and the positive
impact they have on natural resources,
tourism and the state’s economy. In this New
Hampshire version, viewers are treated to
stories featuring coastal and marine topics,
which is new for the popular series previously
filmed in Maine. The New Hampshire Fish and
Game Department is the management agency
of the Great Bay National Estuarine Research
Reserve.
The series is being produced by Engel
Entertainment, Inc., a film and television
production company based in New York City.
Engel Entertainment produced the hit series
“North Woods Law,” featuring the Maine Warden
Service, and “Lone Star Law,” about Texas
game wardens. Both air on Animal Planet.

TEACHERS ON THE ESTUARY WORKSHOP: WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES IN A CHANGING CLIMATE – JUNE 28 & 29

6

one will focus on species such as osprey,
saltmarsh sparrows and horseshoe crabs,
while middle and high school teachers
who are registered will spend day two on
the Piscataqua Gundalow, travelling from
Jackson Lab at Adams Point out to the
mouth of the river in Portsmouth. Species
such as oyster, cod and
lobster as well topics
such as aquaculture
and water quality will
be covered along the
journey.
TOTE is a national
program of the Reserve

					

System and last year over 250 teachers
participated in a workshop at one of the
nation’s 29 Reserves. TOTE workshops
provide field based activities aligned with
state and Next Generation Science Standards, access to national estuary education resources and the opportunity to work
with scientists in the field.
The workshop is free and is on a
first-come-first-served base. This year all
enrolled teachers will be given a $100
stipend toward classroom activities.
Contact Kelle.Loughlin@wildlife.
nh.gov or call (603) 778-0015 for more
information and ask for Kelle Loughlin.
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n June, staff from the Great Bay National
Estuarine Research Reserve and the
Gundalow Company will offer an exciting
two-day teacher workshop on Great Bay.
The focus of the annual Teachers on the
Estuary (TOTE) workshop will be climate
impacts to wildlife and fisheries. Day

Educational Offerings
SUMMER BAYVENTURES 2017

“Once Upon an Estuary”

Program schedule for kids
entering 1st-6th grade

Bayventure programs are held on Wednesdays
from 9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Sign up for one or the
super summer series of six!

June 12th
A Day at Great Bay
Low tide reveals the mudflats of Great Bay twice
every day. On this day, the tides are just right
- allowing us to explore low tide and high tide!
Come enjoy these amazing habitats at Sandy
Point and uncover some of the fantastic animals
and plants that live there. Be prepared to get wet
and muddy!
July 19th
Earth Art
What art can you find in nature? Come create
your own nature art, explore different subjects,
watercolor, field sketching and journaling.
We’ll open our senses to the forest, listen to
the birds, explore animal trails and observe
silently at secret spots. Take your personalized
sketchbook home too.
July 26th
Raiders of the Lost Artifact
The area around the Discovery Center has
revealed many secrets for archaeologists. We
have collections of both Native American and
Colonial settler artifacts. Join in on a simulated
dig and make your own stone tool to take home.

August 2nd
Mystery on Great Bay
Join us for a day of mystery indoor and outdoor
games and activities. If you like surprises, or even if
you don’t, you will be sure to have a super day near
Great Bay! Make a mystery craft to take home.
August 9th
A Bug’s Life
Insects are everywhere! Join us in discovering
terrestrial and aquatic insects that live around
Great Bay. We will view some of the insects we
find under our video microscope. Create a cool
little Bugbot to take home.
August 16th
Old McDonald Had a Flounder?
Fish, shellfish and seaweed can be farmed too!
Aquaculture plays an important role in certain foods
we use. We will taste test several products from the
sea and make fish print t-shirts to take home.

Kayak Great Bay!
Join Great Bay Discovery Center naturalists on our traditional “Sunset Birding” trips, or come
explore historic Adams Point and the scenic Lamprey River by kayak. New this summer, our
“Science on the Bay” programs will run Mondays in July and each will be focused on a different
aspect of the Bay’s ecology. Don’t miss these exciting opportunities to weave adventure into
your summer! Find out more at GreatBay.org.

For 2-5 year olds on Thursdays from 10:30
a.m. -11:30 a.m. Children, with an adult, are
invited to come listen to a story, play games
and make a craft. Many activities will be
outside so please come dressed ready for
some outdoor fun! $3 per child or $5 per
family. Pre-registration is required. Please
call 778-0015 and ask for Jay or Beth or
email Beth.Heckman@wildlife.nh.gov.
July 6th
“Welcome Home Bear” by Il Sung Na
July 13th
“When the Tide is Low” by Sheila Cole
July 20st
“All Around Me I See” by Laya Steinberg
July 27th
“Fossils Tell of Long Ago” by Aliki
August 3rd
“Yucky Worms” by Vivian French
August 10th
“Bugs! Bugs! Bugs!” by Bob Barner
August 17th
“This is the Sea that Feeds US”
by Robert F. Baldwin

A

ll programs are for children entering 1st-6th
grades in the fall of 2017. Please have children
bring a lunch, a change of clothes and a towel. Call
(603) 778-0015 or email beth.heckman@wildlife.
nh.gov to register. Each Bayventure program is $35
(or $205 for all 6 programs) for Great Bay Stewards
members or $40 ($240 for all 6 programs) for nonmembers. There is a $5/sibling/day discount. The
camper to staff ratio is a maximum of 7:1. Inquire
about how to become a member to get children’s
program and other discounts. Make checks payable
to GREAT BAY STEWARDS and send to the address
below marked ATTN: Beth

Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Great Bay Discovery Center, 89 Depot Rd
Greenland, NH 03840
Greatbay.org
reat Bay
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A National Perspective:
Forest Management
for Clean Water

T

he first Colonists arriving in New
England in the early 17th Century
marveled at the unlimited bounty of its
forests, which harbored the bottomless
larder of fish and wildlife so essential to
their survival. Even as forests were cleared
for building materials, fuel and agriculture,
New Englanders viewed the incremental
changes in terms of human benefits, not
the lost ecosystem services we rue today.
Land clearing practices continued through
the end of the 19th century when low cost,
more efficient food production by farming
conglomerates became fully established.
New England farms were left to go fallow
and the region became industrialized,
drawing many from the fields to the
factories. By the early 20th century forests
rebounded, becoming the predominant land
feature in New England today.
Forests are important regulators of the
water cycle, benefiting both quantity and
quality attributes. Healthy, high-biodiversity
forests correlate with a wealth of ecosystem
services that protect and sustain human
and wildlife needs alike. Resilient forests
that are effectively managed for structural
and functional integrity yield ecosystem

service benefits for riparian and coastal
areas and estuaries. Further, they provide
many mitigating effects, offsetting carbon
emissions and tempering effects of drought
and flooding.
Robin Weber, Stewardship Coordinator
at the Narragansett Bay NERR, knows the
importance of healthy forests to a healthy
Bay. The 2005 RI Forest Resources Management Plan warned “…that the State spends
an inordinate amount of its resources
directly on Narragansett Bay while neglecting the forest uplands that have a direct
effect on the health of the Bay.” As one of
the architects of the NERRS Climate Change
Vulnerability Assessment Tool for Coastal
Habitats (CCVATCH), Robin sees the human
impacts and vulnerabilities created by multiple stressors, but especially those related to
a changed climate that are likely to have a
negative impact on the Reserve’s forests on
Prudence Island, RI.
Robin’s management responsibility
extends to hundreds of acres of forests.
One management unit includes both

closed-canopy central hardwood-pine and
lowland/riparian forest where management
challenges typical of coastal forests abound
– warmer temperatures and short-term
drought increase tree stress and mortality
from forest pest species and the resulting reduced canopy closure may result in
declining groundwater levels. Ultimately this
leads to greater tree stress and mortality
and may exacerbate saltwater intrusion
from sea level rise; affecting both species
composition and drinking water supplies.
Additionally, invasive species can readily occupy gaps in these ‘closed-canopy’
forests, undermining mitigation actions and
the ability of the forest to regenerate. Among
NBNERR’s goals and strategies is to “Work
to develop an appropriate mix of habitats to
maintain ecological health within Reserve
properties”, which includes efforts to build
forest resilience and sustain the ecosystem
services we value.

by Paul Stacey, Research Coordinator, GBNERR

Volunteer for Great Bay!

• Exhibit Room: We are open for the season
and always looking for weekend help!
Interact with the public, teach about Great
8

Bay, and help visitors hold a horseshoe
crab at the Discovery tank!
• Phenology: Do you notice when things
begin to flower or drop their leaves, or
when animals start to return in the spring?
Our phenology program is a great way to
contribute while you spend time outside
recording nature’s timing! Training is provided
and the volunteer schedule is flexible.

					

• Fall Educator Training: Do you like
to work with students and spend
time outside? Our educators teach
students all about the cultural history
of Great Bay! All training is provided,
and volunteers sign up for shifts that
are convenient for them. Training is
September 6th, 9:30am. Please contact
Melissa Brogle at Melissa.Brogle@
wildlife.nh.gov or call 603 778-0015.
Spring/Summer 2017 •
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• Adoption Program: Do you like to
garden? Or maybe you are more into
repairs and painting? We have many
gardens, and 2 outdoor play boats, that
are in need of adoptees to care for them
throughout the season!

president’s corner

A Year of Progress

T

hank you to everyone who
attended the Art of Great
Bay Show in April. Once again,
the show was a huge success
featuring a wide range of superior
art. We greatly appreciate the
support of the many artists and
volunteers who help make the
show an annual spring ritual.
As we anxiously await the start
of summer weather, the Stewards board has been busy updating
a number of key policies that will keep us compliant with all state
and federal regulations. In addition, we updated our bylaws and
approved a gift acceptance policy to help guide future donors.
Thanks to a donation from a Stewards member, we have also
enrolled in a cloud-based donor management program. This will
allow us to better serve our members and donors.
In terms of membership renewals, we have made some
changes as well. Every December, we send out an annual appeal
request. This letter goes to members and other supporters. For
people whose membership expired in December, they would
receive two mailings in the same month. In order to avoid any
confusion, we have carried over all of the December renewals to
March. If you fall into this group of supporters, you should have
already received your 2017 membership renewal. Please contact
us if this is not the case. We need and appreciate your support!
Thanks to a grant from the New England Grassroots

Great Bay Stewards
Annual Flatbread Fundraiser
t
Tuesday, August 8 - 5:00 to 9:00 pm
Portsmouth location

!

Environment Fund, which is based in Newmarket, we printed
a companion brochure in support of our SOAK-Great Bay
program. The brochure, which is geared towards homeowners,
provides tips on reducing runoff into the Great Bay. Copies are
available at the Great Bay Discovery Center.
This past fall, the Stewards were thrilled to welcome two new
members to the board –
Julie
Gorte
and
Jeff
Bernarducchi. Julie lives in
Durham and is the Senior Vice
President for Sustainable Investing
at Pax World Management located
in Portsmouth. Jeff resides in
Greenland and is an attorney with
Holland & Knight law firm based
in Boston. Both are valuable
additions to the board. Welcome
Julie and Jeff!
And speaking of trees, we are
Julie Gorte
in the process of designing a new
Stewards exhibit for the foyer of
the Gregg Center. It will feature a
timeline of the Stewards’ history
along with a mural of the forest
at Adams Point.
We hope everyone has a
wonderful summer and keep
your eyes peeled for news about
an upcoming Steward-sponsored
kayak trip in August. We plan
to explore the Back Channel of
Portsmouth Harbor. The trip is
free to all Stewards members.
Jeff Bernarducchi
Jack O’Reilly, President, Great Bay Stewards

PLEASE JOIN US!

All interested parties are cordially invited to become
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road,
Greenland, NH 03840
q Guardian $150 q Protector $75
q Steward/Family $35 q Student $20 q Other $__________
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